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LANTING OUT— SMALL IS BEST

Many Western Australian plants have not only small surface
roots but deep penetrating roots as well. When a local native
plant is grown in a pot for any length of time, the strong
penetrating roots grow around the pot. When planted in the
garden the root stay near the surface and the plant needs
regular water and fertiliser for the rest of its life. If a plant is
put in the garden when quite small, some roots will head
straight down towards the water table and others out into the
surrounding soil. It will soon become self sufficient.
Select the position for your plant carefully paying heed to its
eventual height and width. Make sure the pot is watered
thoroughly—one method is to soak the pot in a bucket of
water while you are preparing the planting hole. Make the
hole the same size as the pot. Tap the bottom of the pot to
remove the plant with a minimum of disturbance to the root
ball. Place in the hole, fill in and firm gently around the
plant. A little slow release native fertiliser can be added if
desired. Water in well, making the plant slightly below
ground level so the water is directed at the plant.
A mulch around the plant is of great benefit especially in
summer to stop the plant drying out too quickly and to retard
weed growth.
Most native plants will survive throughout the summer without watering once they have become established. It is essential to water them during summer for the first couple of seasons until they become established. If you only have a few
plants, a good way to water is to sink a piece of stormwater
pipe or something similar into the ground near the plant and
fill it a couple of times a week. With larger areas , trickle
irrigation is the best way to go. This ensures the water is
directed to the base of the plant where it is needed and is not
as wasteful as overhead watering.
Watering must be thorough – it must penetrate below the
surface soil so that the plant doesn’t come to rely on surface
moisture only. Try to group plants with similar water needs
together. Plants that come from areas which receive rainfall
in summer such as those from the south coast, will need
summer watering while those from the sandplains can manage without. If you have an established garden with mixed
species, a thorough watering once a week in summer will
benefit most plants.
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